BH300-DUTST-1
Table for Device Under Test (DUT) in Helmholtz coils

Purposed to our standard 300-mm coils of BH300's and BH300HF's families.

- To be placed on the lower Z-coil.
- Easy to install and to remove.
- Can be permanently fixed by two brackets in Acetal (POM), with two M4 screws each.
- Made in foamed PVC 19-mm thick, easy material to drill or to cut.
- Fully non-magnetic.
- Dimensions: 270 x 118 mm.
- Top surface at 38 mm below the coils centre.
- With 5-mm centred holes, which can be easily threaded for M6 or 1/4" screws when necessary.
- With two cable holder brackets.